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dexter

dexter sideboard

“ Dexter “is characterized by a more 
classic and decorative reinterpretation 
that showcase a refined game 
of combinations of precious materials 
and organic geometries.

walnut veneer structure, bronze metal legs and handles 
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dexter dining table
ceramic surface, bronze metal base

dexter

The oval shape ceramic top of the dining 
table matches perfectly 
with the details of the sideboard handles.
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products’ details

lord metallic chair
upholstered seat and back

lord metallic armchair
solid oak armrests

Elegantly sculptural, the ‘Dexter’ range 
of dining tables, sideboards and co�ee 
tables feature fluid detailing inspired by 
a rare act of nature. 

dexter
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enzo

enzo sideboard
oak veneer structure, matt lacquered inside, ceramic surface top, metallic base 

The starting point for “ Enzo “ is the circle, 
it appears with discretion 
in every piece, starting with the sideboard 
structure and ceramic detail on top.
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enzo dining table
ceramic surface top, metallic base 
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enzo



enzo metallic chair 
upholstered seat and back 
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enzo

products’ details

The unique shape of the dining table 
completes with the “Enzo” chair 
circle upholstered back, 
that feels like giving a gentle hug at every guest. 
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drive sideboard
oak veneer structure, ceramic details on doors, metallic base

drive

Taking inspiration from the minimalist 
movement, “ Drive “ collection pays 
attention to details. 
The sideboard front matches di�erent 
materials and shapes together perfectly.
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drive

With a gesture dear to the modern movement, 
“Drive “ is an extendable dining table 
suitable for every space. 

drive dining table
solid oak wood structure, oak veneer top 
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drive chair
solid oak wood , upholstered seat 
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drive

products’ details
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liberty

public

liberty bookcase 
walnut veneer shelves, metallic structure 

public o�ce desk
ceramic surface top, metallic structure, walnut veneer drawer 
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drive

drive co�ee table
solid oak wood structure, oak veneer top
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enzo

enzo co�ee table 
ceramic surface top, metallic base 
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egg

egg co�ee table
ceramic surface, walnut veneer top, metallic base
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playplay

play co�ee table
oak veneer, bronze metal, ceramic top, metallic base 
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moon Elegantly sculptural, the ‘Dexter’ range of 
dining tables, chairs, shelving and co�ee 
tables feature fluid detailing inspired by a rare 
act of nature. The idea for the artfully rounded 
joinery, where two elements meet and 
seamlessly become one.

moon Elegantly sculptural, the ‘Dexter’ range of 
dining tables, chairs, shelving and co�ee 
tables feature fluid detailing inspired by a rare 
act of nature. The idea for the artfully rounded 
joinery, where two elements meet and 
seamlessly become one.

moon co�ee table
handmade treatment on top , metallic base 

moon
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triangle

triangle co�ee table
walnut veneer, ceramic top, bronze metallic base
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woodstock

woodstock dining table
ceramic surface on top, solid oak wood legs 
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industry

industry metallic chair
upholstered seat and back, solid oak wood legs detail 
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welcome

welcome entrance mirror unit 
oak veneer , ceramic surface on drawers 
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selfie

selfie mirror
ceramic detail 
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lord

charlie

lord metallic armchair
upholstered seat and back
solid oak wood armrests 

charlie metallic chair
upholstered seat and back 

charlie armchair
solid oak armrests 
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